ABSTRACT I Sea-skim~ing cruise missiles pose the greatest threat to a surface ship in the present-day war scenario. The convei1tionallclose-in-weapon-systems (CIWSs) are becoming less reliable against these nelw challenges rJquiring extremely fast reaction time. Naval Forces see a high energy laser as a feasible andjeffective directed energy weapon against sea-skimming antiship cruise missiles because of its .ability to deli'ler destructive energy at the speed oflight on to a distant target. The paper compares the technology and capability of deuterium fluoride (DF) and chemical-oxygen-iodine laser (COIL) in effectively performing the role of a shipborne CIWS altainst sea-skimming missiles. Out of these two lasers, it is argued that DF laser wo.uld be more effective a,s a shipborne weapon for defence against sea-skimmin,g cruise missiles. Bes~des the high energy laser as the primary (killing) laser, other sub-systems required in the complete weapon system would be: A beacon laser to sense phase distor'ions in the primary laser, adaptive optics to compen~ate the atmospheric distortions, beam-directing optics, illuminating lasers, IRST sensors, surveillance and tracking radars, interfacing systemsl etd.
ani urgent need to develop new technologies to defend the ships against such menacing threats. A high energy laser is one of the most effective close-in-weapon-system (CIWS) to meet such threats. The present article reviews capabilities of two lasers, viz., deuterium fluoride2 (DF) and chcmical-oxygen-iodine laser3 (COIL), in effectively performing the role of a shipborne C;IWS against sea-skimming .hissiles.
ADVANTAGES OF A LASER BEAM WEAPON
SYSTEM \ I I.
INTROI;>UCTION In ihe modern warfare, the greatest challenge faced by the surface ships is fiom the sea-sl4imming cruise rhissilesl'. These missiles'have low signatures at launch and during flight. T~ey fly at\ low level, skimming a fefw meters abov~the sea surface at multiMach speeds. These miss les suddenly appear a few kilomieters from t e platform while perforbing evasive measures during the terminal run-i1 Launch and impact sites cannot be derived simply by mpasuring the trajectory of these missiles. I
Tpis type of t~reat has significantly reduced the eff~ctiven.es~ of currently available missiles and essenti~lly ellmln1ted the naval gun systems from the role of ship's ~elf-defence. Therefore, there is Some of the advantageJ-7 of a laser beam weapon system over conventional CIWS systems are: DEF SCI VOL 50, .NO 2, APRIL '2000 (a) Laser weapon Isyste:m requires no conventional fire-control solption, since it delivers energy onto a distant target ft the speed of light.
(b) Since the laser bullet has no mass, it is unaffected by any gravitational force, ahd hence no trajectory corrections are required.
. (c)
Once the beam,director is locked1 onto a target, the system becomes insensitive to target manoeuvres.
Laser beam weapon's high rate of fire as well as agility, coupled with precise aiming enable it to track a highly manoeuvreing target and shift from target-to-target on command. (d) (e) By tailoring the dwell time on'to the target. ihf kill probability of a laser beam weapon system is nearly equal to one.
The cost per kill of a laser systt;m i~ significantly lower as compared to that Off the conventional defence systems. This cost per kill' is also negligible as compared to the cost of the target to be destroyed. I The US Air Force's Combat Command hopes to deploy a fleet of seven Boeing 747-400 freighter aircraft carrying I\irborne laser (ABL) weapon system by 2008 at a cost of $5 billionI8-19. The aircraft, cruising at 12.0-13.5 km would engage targets after they have cleared the clouds, from ranges of about 450 km by means of COIL with.an output power of about 3 MW and wit~ a beam divergence of less than a micro-rad. The ABL laser will focus on the fuel tank of the missile and heat it to a point where catastrophic structural failure occurs20-21. The sudden release of pressure from the fuel tank will destroy the missile. Group successfl1lly tested this laser, but airborne, against an unguided, operational 122 mm artillery rocket. This was the firlst destruction of a short range rocket on 09 February 1~9.6 with a live warhead by a laser at HEL~TF, New Mexico, under the US-Israel Joint Nautilus ProgramtpelS. 
ADAPTIVE OPTICS & BEACON LASER
where D is the diameter oftransmitt~ng optics and r o is the lateral coherence length r whic-h depends on the wavelength, range and the value of Cn2 (refractive structure parameter of the turhulent \ atmosphere).
Taking a value of ~ km for the range, and Cn2 = 2 x 10-13 m-2/3, the value of coherence length is approximately equal to 3.2 cm for the 1.9 m diameter exit aperture of DF laser and 0.8 cm for the 66 cm diameter exit aperture ofCOIL. Using Eqn (4) This aspect is critical in the case of a laser onboard ship in rough sea environment.
In ABL, minimum height of aircraft is 12 km due to poor transmission of COIL in clouds. J Beam quality would be affected more severcly in COIL than in DF laser Challenges in design and engineering of deformable mirrors are less stringent in DF laser than in COIL.
Less power is required in the case of DF laser than that of COIL. --~--
